HEALTH-SOCIAL SERVICES

Labor has extended health services throughout the State, and is now planning to extend them throughout the country. The State's social services, including the State's hospitals and clinics, have been extended and improved. Labor has also extended its social services to the country districts, and established new hospitals and clinics in the country districts. Labor has also extended its social services to the country districts, and established new hospitals and clinics in the country districts.

HYDRO-ELECTRICITY

In 1944, the Labor Government began the construction of the Hydro-Electric Scheme, and has since completed the construction of the scheme. The scheme has been extended and improved, and is now producing large quantities of electric power. Labor has also extended its hydro-electric scheme to the country districts, and established new hydro-electric schemes in the country districts. Labor has also extended its hydro-electric scheme to the country districts, and established new hydro-electric schemes in the country districts.

INDUSTRIES

In 1944, the Labor Government began the construction of the Industrial Scheme, and has since completed the construction of the scheme. The scheme has been extended and improved, and is now producing large quantities of industrial products. Labor has also extended its industrial scheme to the country districts, and established new industrial schemes in the country districts. Labor has also extended its industrial scheme to the country districts, and established new industrial schemes in the country districts.

FISHERIES

In 1944, the Labor Government began the construction of the Fisheries Scheme, and has since completed the construction of the scheme. The scheme has been extended and improved, and is now producing large quantities of fish. Labor has also extended its fisheries scheme to the country districts, and established new fisheries schemes in the country districts. Labor has also extended its fisheries scheme to the country districts, and established new fisheries schemes in the country districts.